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This document is a detailed supplement to another document that serves as a brief, summary description of all
aspects of the methodology and operations for the 2011-2013 data release. The summary document is referred
to as “summary methodology document” below and is entitled “2011-2013 National Survey of Family Growth
(NSFG): Summary of Design and Data Collection Methods.”

1. Executive Summary
The target population for the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) consists of all women and men ages
15-44 as of first contact for the survey, living in households, and whose usual place of residence is the 50 United
States and the District of Columbia. This document summarizes the steps taken in developing weights for data
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from the first two years of the NSFG Continuous 2011-2019, specifically the 2011-2013 file release. These
weights include the following components:
 Base probability of selection weights
 Nonresponse adjustments
 Poststratification adjustments
The base probability of selection weight is based on the five stages of selection in the sample design. The
nonresponse adjustment is done for two stages: nonresponse to a screening interview designed to determine
eligibility and nonresponse to the request for eligible persons identified in the screening stage to complete a
main interview. Poststratification adjusts the set of respondents based upon known totals for subgroups of the
population. A further step in the development of the weights is to trim extreme weights. Extreme weights have
been trimmed at several of the steps of the weight development process by smoothing weights across
categories of respondents with similar characteristics. This latter type of smoothing is described in each section
of the weight construction process.

2. Probabilities of Selection
2.1 The Role of Selection Weights
A base or starting strategy with most survey sample designs is to consider a representative sample, one
that is a “scale model” of the population from which the sample is to be selected. However, smaller groups in
the population may have too few cases in the sample to provide adequate precision for those groups. Survey
sample designs such as the NSFG thus deliberately over-represent smaller groups in the sample. This overrepresentation is accomplished through the use of varying probabilities of selection. Over-represented groups
have higher sampling rates than other groups.
For example, non-Hispanic black women represented approximately seven percent of the US household
population 15-44 years of age in 2011. Yet, for purposes of improved precision for non-Hispanic black women,
NSFG 2011-2013 chose the sample in such a way that these women account for about 11 percent of all
respondents in the sample. Similar kinds of over-representation have occurred for non-Hispanic black men,
Hispanic women and men, and teenagers of all races. By extension, the over-representation of these groups
means than non-Hispanic men and women ages 20-44 are under-represented in the samples. As in previous
NSFG data files, “sampling weights” are needed to adjust for these different rates and this overrepresentation. Without appropriate weighting, resulting estimates from the survey could be subject to
substantial bias.
In addition to these over-sampling rates, other factors within the design affected the sampling weights. For
a full description of the NSFG design, please see the Sample Design documentation.
The final NSFG sample weights are comprised of four major components: an adjustment for unequal
probability of selection, a unit nonresponse propensity adjustment, a poststratification factor, and a weight
trimming step. The adjustment for unequal probability of selection is discussed in the next section. The
procedures to develop the latter three components of the final sampling weights are described in the
following sections.
For purposes of description, it may be useful to observe that the final weight can be interpreted as the
number of persons in the population that an individual NSFG respondent represents. A final weight for a
teenage Hispanic female of 2,000 means that this sample respondent represents herself and 1,999 other
similar women in the population. The NSFG 2011-2013 final weights are values greater than 1, and when
summed across a subgroup or the total sample are expected to provide an estimate of the total number of
persons in that subgroup in the US household population.
2.1 Overview of Stages of Selection
The sample was selected in 5 stages. In the first stage, Primary Sampling Units (PSUs) were selected. PSUs
are Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), counties or groups of counties. The 50 United States plus the District
of Columbia were divided into 2,149 PSUs on the sampling frame. Of these, 366 are MSAs and 1,783 are nonMSA PSUs that include one or more counties. The PSUs were stratified according to attributes such as Census
Division, MSA status, and size. One or two PSUs were selected with Probability Proportionate to Size (PPS) from
each stratum. These PSUs were selected using systematic sampling when more than one PSU was selected. The
PPS selection method assigns higher probabilities to PSUs with larger populations. The first stage selection
probabilities are inversely related to the probabilities of selection at the second and third stages of selection
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such that sampling rates are approximately equal for all households within a sampling domain (designed for
oversampling black and Hispanic persons, see Table 1). In general, large PSUs have lower within-PSU sampling
rates while smaller PSUs have higher within-PSU sampling rates such that households in the same domain but
different PSUs have approximately the same chance of being selected. The largest PSUs were selected with
probability equal to 1.0 since any national sample of this size should include them. These PSUs are known as
“certainty selections” or “self-representing” PSUs. These self-representing PSUs are in strata with only one PSU
per stratum. For the 2011-2013 dataset, there were 9 such self-representing strata. There were also 8 PSUs from
strata that would be self-representing after three years, but are not self-representing in a two-year dataset. The
remaining PSUs were from an additional 48 non-self-representing strata.

Domain

1

Table 1. NSFG Sample Domain Definitions and Characteristics
Definition
Total Households Est.
Est.
Proportion
Proportion
Black
Hispanic
<10% HH Black,
65,009,685
0.018
0.022
<10% HH Hispanic

2011-2019
Rate/Domain
1 Rate
1.0

2

>=10% HH Black,
<10% HH Hispanic

19,871,976

0.426

0.029

2.6

3

<10% HH Black,
20,270,438
>=10% HH Hispanic

0.026

0.380

2.3

4

>=10% HH Black,
11,564,193
>=10% HH Hispanic

0.301

0.299

2.5

In order to facilitate the oversample of subgroups defined by race and ethnicity, the measures of size for the
PSUs were a weighted combination of household counts. All Census Block groups were classified into four
sampling “domains.” Households in domains 2, 3, and 4 were given a higher weight so that they would have a
higher chance of being selected than those in domain 1. These weighted measures of size were used in both the
first and second stages of selection.
The second stage of selection is to select neighborhoods within PSUs. These selections are called Secondary
Sampling Units (SSUs or segments) and are composed of one or more Census blocks with a minimum measure of
size equal to 50. The minimum size requirement insures that within-SSU samples are large enough to support
efficient travel. SSUs are selected with PPS. The samples were selected using systematic sampling. The measures
of size for these PPS selections are weighted measures of size such that SSUs with larger non-Hispanic black and
Hispanic populations received higher probabilities of selection.
SSUs in domains 2, 3, and 4 have relatively higher combined PSU, SSU, and housing unit selection rates.
These weighted measures of size and sampling rates are set such that interviews with black and Hispanic
respondents each constitute 20% of all interviews. The relative rates of oversampling each domain are given in
the last column of Table 1.
Each PSU was assigned one or two interviewers based on its relative size. For each interviewer, 12 SSUs were
selected each year. These SSUs were then randomly divided into 4 groups. One group was released each
calendar quarter.
In preparation for the third stage of selection, ISR interviewers updated commercially-available lists of
housing units for SSUs where these lists were available or, alternatively, created such a list from scratch where
they were not available. Once these lists were updated, a sample of housing units was selected.
The selected units were contacted by ISR interviewers to conduct a brief household screener to determine if
any members of the household were eligible for the NSFG interview. In households with eligible persons, a
fourth stage of selection involved selecting one of the eligible persons. In households with only one eligible
person, this person was selected. In households with more than one eligible person, one of these persons was
randomly selected for inclusion in the survey. The within-household selection rates were set up such that 20% of
all interviews would be with teens aged 15-19 and 55% of all interviews would be with females. The
requirement for oversampling teens creates relatively extreme weights for adults who live with teens and were
selected for the interview.
As was done in NSFG 2006-2010, the 2011-2013 NSFG also used a two-phase sampling approach within each
data collection quarter as a fifth stage of selection. During week 10 of each quarter, a subsample of active cases
was selected for continued follow-up. In weeks 11 and 12, this subsample received a special mailed incentive
and the interviewers focused effort on the fewer cases left in the subsample. Details of this two-phase design
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are discussed in more detail in later in this report, and described in Lepkowski et al. (2013). Also see the
summary methodology document, the section on “Use of Incentives”, page 8.
In addition to the distribution of the sample across geography, due to the continuous design, the NSFG 20112013 also had to account for the distribution of the sample across time. The sample was designed so as to not
confound characteristics of the sample with time. For example, if PSUs were rotated over time using Census
Division (i.e., release PSUs from Division 1 in Year 1, Division 2 in Year 2, and so on), then division and time
would be completely confounded. If that were the PSU release schedule, then it would not be possible to
determine whether changes in estimates were due to differences across Census Divisions or temporal changes
in the population. For this reason, PSUs were randomly allocated across years in such a manner that each year’s
sample is a nationally representative sample. Given the numbers of interviews conducted per year, a single year
would not produce very precise estimates, but when two or more years of data are combined, then more
precise estimates are possible.

3. Primary Stage Unit (PSU) Probabilities
This section describes the selection probabilities of primary stage units (PSUs). It begins with a description
of the development of “weighted measures of size,” and then how the PSU probabilities of selection were
calculated. This section further discusses how the allocation of PSUs across time modifies these probabilities
of selection using the concept of “probability of being released.”
3.1 Weighted Measure of Size and Selection Probability
The PSUs of this multi-stage area probability sample were selected with Probabilities Proportionate to Size.
A weighted Measure of Size (MOS) is a measure whereby subpopulations for which an oversample is desired
were multiplied by a weighting factor that increases the probability of selection for units in that domain. This

 th

allowed us to oversample particular subgroups in the population. A weighted measure of size M h for the
th
area segment in the  PSU in stratum h was created as follows. If a block is in a block group with at least
some threshold proportion of the population being black or Hispanic, then the count of occupied housing units
in that block was multiplied by a factor set such that targeted oversamples for blacks and Hispanics was
achieved, based on the four domains defined above (see Table 1). For all other blocks, the measure of size
M h
is the 2010 Census occupied housing unit count for the block.
Having determined these block-level composite measures of size, the next step was to sum them to the
PSU level across all blocks in the PSU to obtain a PSU level measure of size M h , and the PSU measures of size
summed to a stratum size M h . Within a PSU stratum, in most cases a single PSU was selected with probability
proportionate to the composite measure of size, or M h M h . In self-representing strata, where the PSU is so
large that it will come into the sample with certainty, this probability of selection is 1.0. In all other strata, it is
less than 1.0. With single selections per stratum, the following equation can be used to calculate the PSU
selection probability. The notation below is simplified by suppressing the stratum and PSU indices from the
left-hand side of equation 1:
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M h
Mh

(1)

3.2 Probability of Being Released by Year
A sample of 213 PSUs was selected for NSFG 2011-2019, with the expectation of being released across this
survey period. These 213 PSUs include 21 self-representing PSUs and 192 nonself-representing PSUs. In
addition, 2 PSUs were selected to represent Alaska and Hawaii. The release of the PSUs across time has been
controlled such that the number of years in the sample is roughly proportional to the size of the PSU. Three
PSUs were large enough to be included every year (SR PSUs 1, 2, and 3). There were an additional six PSUs (SR
PSUs 4-9) that were large enough to be included in two out of three years. These were in groups of two PSUs
in a single “super-stratum,” or groupings of similar strata. For example, SR PSUs 4 and 5 were in a single
“super-stratum.” An additional twelve PSUs (SR PSUs 10-21) were included as self-representing, for inclusion
in one year every three years. These PSUs are in groups of three PSUs that form a single “super-stratum.” For
example, SR PSUs 10, 11, and 12 are a “super-stratum” with one of these PSUs released every third year. That
4

is a total of 21 self-representing PSUs. Each year, an additional 24 nonself-representing PSUs are to be
released. During 2011-2013, 9 PSUs were self-representing, 8 would be self-representing after three years (but
are not self-representing after only two years), and 48 were nonself-representing. This is a total of 65 PSUs.
A general notation for the probability of being released is based on the number of PSUs selected, g l ,
within “super-stratum” l and the number of PSUs released gl , yr1 2 in years one and two in super-stratum l.
The probability of being released for a PSU, is therefore, the following:
g
 1, yr1 2  l , yr1 2
(2)
gl
For the top 9 self-representing PSUs, the probability of being released in any two-year interval is 1.0. For
self-representing PSUs 10-21, the probability of being released in any two-year interval is 2/3, since eight of
the twelve PSUs were systematically selected for that time interval. For the nonself-representing PSUs, the
probability of being selected for any two-year interval is 48/192=0.25. Therefore the probability that a PSU
was released during the two-year interval 2011-2013 can be expressed with the following equations.
SR PSU 1-9

1, yr12  1.0

SR PSU 10-21

1, yr12 

NSR PSUs

1, yr12

8
 0.667
12
48 1

  0.25
192 4

The probability of a PSU being released in years 1 and 2 is the following:
g
 1, yr1 2  l , yr1 2 ,
gl
where

g l , yr1 2 is

the number of PSUs released in super-stratum I in years 1 and 2. The probabilities for SR PSUs

1-9, SR PSUs 10-21 and NSR PSU is the same as given above.

4. Secondary Stage Unit (SSU) Probabilities
For NSFG 2011-2013, the choice of 12 second-stage units that can be allocated in sets of three across
quarters in a calendar year was retained because it yields a good balance between cost-efficiency and
sampling variance. In some cases, a larger PSU required larger sampling rates. When this could not be
accommodated by releasing the PSU in multiple years, this was accomplished by adding another interviewer
and selecting 24 second-stage units.
4.1 Second-Stage Selection
The second-stage units (SSUs), termed “area segments,” are Census blocks or combinations of Census
blocks. Within each sample PSU, segments were implicitly stratified by ordering the list of segments by the
density of black and Hispanic households (for example, from high to low, within block groups) and
systematically selected with probabilities proportionate to weighted measures of size. The construction of
these weighted measures of size was described in the previous section.
A measure of size was then calculated for each segment. A domain-specific multiplier (see Table 1) was
used to assign higher probabilities of selection to segments in high-density minority domains (i.e., domains 24). The result of these weighted measures of size is a disproportionate allocation of the area segment
selections to high minority domains. This approach yields sampling rates for high density segments that are
2.3 to 2.6 times larger than those for other segments. The following equation shows the selection probability
for the SSU:
d M
 2  h h
(3),
M h
where dh is the number of segments selected in the  th PSU in stratum h (usually 12). However, it was
sometimes more than 12 segments. For example, in SR PSU 1, there were 2 interviewers and 24 area
segments for each of the 8 years.
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In each calendar quarter within a PSU, one-quarter of the segments allocated to each PSU in the yearly
sample were selected to be released each quarter. Over an entire year, approximately 456 segments were
released in the sample. The sample for NSFG 2011-2013 included 65 PSUs and 912 segments (456 per year x 2
years = 912). In PSUs that appear only in one year, the probability of an SSU being released in a two-year
datasets is 1.0. However, for PSUs that appear in multiple years, the probability of being released needs to be
calculated. Recall that dh denotes the number of segments selected in the  th PSU in stratum h for the entire
eight year sample. If the number of segments to be released in years one and two is denoted dh , yr12 , then the
probability of release can be calculated using the following equation:
d
 2, yr12  h . yr12
d h
If all the segments are released in year one and two, then the probability of being released is 1.0.
d h M h
M
Across the two stages of selection, the probability of selection is  1   2  h 
. With the
Mh
M h
composite measures of size, relatively more high density segments are selected for housing unit sampling and
screening. These probabilities of being selected were further modified by the probabilities of being released to
form a combined probability of being selected and released in years one and two (2011-2013):
g
d
d M
M
1  1, yr1 2   2   2, yr1 2  h  l , yr12  h h  h . yr12 .
Mh
gl
M h
d h

5. Tertiary Stage: Housing Unit Probabilities
The NSFG began from an overall design that was targeted to achieve a minimum of 5,000 interviews per
year, with oversamples of females, teens, blacks, and Hispanics. In addition, the labor model for interviewers
on this survey requires that they are provided sufficient work for each interviewer to work, on average, 27
hours per week. Under this approach, the sample sizes for each interviewer were allowed to vary such that
they had, in expectation, a large enough sample of housing units to sustain 330-360 hours of work each
quarter. The method for setting these rates is described below.
5.1 Third-Stage Selection of Housing Units
The third stage random selection of housing units was made from the segment housing unit list. In order to
select addresses and assign them to field data collection, a within segment sampling rate was set. This rate is a
function of the efficiency of the interviewer. More efficient interviewers would have relatively higher sample
sizes such that every interviewer had enough sampled housing units that they could work 30 hours every week
for 12 weeks. Once the allocation and listing steps had been completed, a sample of housing units was
selected systematically from a geographically-sorted list of housing units beginning from a random start.
The beginning sampling rate was set to be equal probability selection method (EPSEM) within domain. This
rate can be calculated using the following formula:

3 

d
1   2

 d is the overall sampling rate for the domain and  1 and  2 are the PSU and SSU selection
probabilities (described in the previous section). The values for  d are given in Table 2.
Here,

Table 2. Domain level Sampling Rates
Domain
Overall Domain

Sampling Rate (  d )

1
2
3
4

0.000465968
0.001211516
0.001071726
0.001164919
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Once these rates (  3 ) had been set and the listing of housing units completed, a preliminary expected sample
size was calculated. This sample size is the number of housing units listed ( HU t ) multiplied by the initial rate (

 3 ) and is denoted ( L

 t

  3  HU t

). This preliminary sample size was modified by a multiplier designed to

produce a sufficient sample size for a given interviewer efficiency.
The sufficient sample size for an interviewer was calculated at the PSU level. Within an expected 360 hours
in a 12-week period, interviewers updated or prepared “scratch” listings for the segments allocated in the next
calendar quarter, screened selected lines, and conducted main interviews. Interviewers had in their work
assignments varying survey conditions that make them more or less efficient within the 360 hours available.
The conditions varied by the nature of the communities in which they worked, which in turn effect parameters
such as the number of hours required to complete an interview (i.e., the hours per interview, or for the  th
PSU at calendar quarter t, HPI a t ); the housing unit occupancy rate ( Oa t ); the proportion of occupied housing
units with one or more persons ages 15-44 (the eligibility rate, Ea t ); the proportion of the sample that is
either completed during phase one or will be retained for phase 2 (the subsampling rate Sˆa t ); and the
combined screener and main interview response rate ( Ra t ).
Each quarter, the expected number of hours to work was based on the labor model specified earlier.
The target that interviewers have for their hours each week is 30. This number was usually used in the sample
selection equation. Managers monitored interviewers to ensure that they met the target for hours. The
sample line assignment process starts from expected hours, say H a t for the  th PSU (usually 360 hours per
· a t , is generated for each PSU. Estimates
interviewer) at calendar quarter t. A unique estimate of the HPI, HPI
for occupancy, eligibility, the subsampling rates, and response rates, Oˆ a t , Eˆ a t , Sˆa t , and Rˆa t , although
denoted at the PSU-level, were actually developed for the sample as a whole. Attempting to estimate these
parameters at lower levels (e.g. Census Region) simply led to more variance in the probability of selection
weights and did not prove to be accurate. The following formula was estimated for each PSU.

Aa t =

(H
(Eˆ

at

at

· at
HPI

)

´ Oˆa t ´ Sˆa t ´ Rˆa t

)

For each PSU  during calendar quarter t, the ratio of lines needed for an efficient workload over the lines
allocated under an EPSEM sample of housing units is defined:

Da t =

Aa t

å

aa
b=1

Lb t

This ratio is then used to modify the sample size in each segment for PSU
PSUs, segments, and time is suppressed for  and
*
3

3 :

 . Here the notation for

 3*   3  D t

(4)
Note that this rate might imply a non-integer value number of sampled housing units. Therefore, the
probability of selection was not the number of units selected divided by the number of units on the list. The
latter rate is close to the actual rate, but may have been rounded up or down because of the need to select an
integer number of housing units. Further, during NSFG 2011-2013, the ratio
than 2.5 and no less than 0.5.

D t was bounded to be no more

6. Within-Household Selection
The last stage of sample selection was conducted within the household during the screening activities. An
adult member of the household was asked to provide a list of all persons living in the household. Information
on the gender and age of each person was recorded in the household screener, and if the household member
was within the NSFG age range of 15-44, then she/he was also asked for race and Hispanic origin. Once all
household members were covered, interviewers asked additional questions to be sure no one was missed,
particularly college students living away from home at a dormitory, fraternity, or sorority. (College students
living away from home in their own apartment or housing unit are covered by the household frame, and are
not considered to be part of their parents’ household.) Dormitory, fraternity, or sorority residents were
included in the household listing of their parents’ household.
7

The range of eligible ages was 15-44. If no one in the household was between the ages of 15 and 44 years,
the screening interview concluded with the interviewer thanking the screener informant for his/her time. If
the household included one or more age-eligible persons, the computer-assisted screening system made a
selection of one eligible person in the household. That is, no more than one eligible person was selected
within each household.
Within household sampling rates for eligible persons varied by age and gender in order to meet the target
sample sizes for teens and females. The within household selection procedure assigned a “measure of size” to
each age-eligible person in the household based on the age and sex of the listed person. Larger measures
assigned to a subgroup increased the chances that persons in that subgroup were selected for interviewing
(see Table 3). Larger measures of size were assigned to teenagers 15-19 years of age in order to select enough
to meet sample size targets. Slightly larger measures were also assigned to females to increase the number of
females relative to males in the final sample.
Extreme probabilities of selection can result from this algorithm in two situations. The first situation is if
there were a large number of persons within a household. These extreme probabilities of selection would
always occur for large households under any sample design where one person per household is selected,
although the problem may be magnified by the unequal probabilities assigned for the NSFG. The second
situation that resulted in extreme weights was when a person with a low measure lived with other persons
with larger measures. For example, a 20-44 year old male who lives with three male teens would have
([0.36]/[0.36+3*0.93]=) 0.11 probability of being selected. This would result in a weighting factor of about 8.75
for such a person.
Table 3. Measures of Size for Determining Within-Household Probability of Selection: NSFG 2011-2013
Female
Male
15-19 20-44 15-19 20-44
1.00
0.40
0.93
0.36

If

MOS p ,i

is used to denote the measure of size for the pth person in the ith household with Pi total persons

in the ith household, then the following equation can be used to calculate each person’s probability of
selection:

4 

MOS p ,i



Pi

MOS j ,i
j 1

(5)

Extreme weights within households occur most often when teens are present in the household. The teens
are given quite high probabilities of selection relative to the adults (approximately a 2.5:1 ratio). This leads to
reduced variation in weights among teens, but it increased this variation for adults.
In order to curb this variation, the key statistics were compared for households with adults and teens
where an adult was selected for the following two groups:
o Those with a selected adult living with one teen (n=528), and
o with a selected adult living with two or more teens (n=77).
The latter group had very high within-household selection weighting factors compared to the former
group. The results of this comparison showed that among 19 key statistics, only one was significantly different
across the two groups. Even though these comparisons are limited by small sample sizes, any inferences that
can be made from this dataset about this subgroup (adults living with teens) will face the same constraint.
Therefore, the weights were smoothed across these two groups of adults with teens. The sum of the withinhousehold selection weights was held constant, but the weights for adults living with more than one teen
were reduced and the weights for adults living with just one teen were increased by the same total amount,
such that the sum of the within-household selection weights remained the same across all 605 cases before
and after the adjustment. The smoothed version of this probability of selection is denoted  4* .

7. Two-Phase Sampling
Each NSFG calendar quarter consists of two phases. In the first 10 weeks of the quarter, interviewers
screened selected lines in assigned segments, conducted main interviews in households with eligible persons,
and updated or prepared “scratch” listings for the segments allocated in the next calendar quarter. After 10
weeks of data collection, there remained addresses that had not been successfully screened and sample
persons who had not yet completed the interview. If the data collection were halted at the end of 10 weeks,
8

these unscreened lines and not interviewed persons would contribute to nonresponse bias. A “double or twophase sample design” (Hansen and Hurwitz, 1946) was instituted for the remaining two weeks of the quarter
as a device to reduce the nonresponse bias in survey statistics. Groves and Heeringa (2006) expanded on this
notion by saying that design phases should include protocols that are complementary such that the biases
across the phases are cancelled out.
In the NSFG continuous design for the years 2011-2013, as in prior years of the NSFG, a subsample of
nonrespondents was chosen for weeks 11 and 12 of each quarter based on study of the history of the first 10
weeks’ sample. Study staff developed response propensity models to predict the probability that a given case
yields a completed screening interview or a completed main interview (see Groves et al., 2009, for details of
the propensity models). Within a PSU, two of the three segments were randomly sampled to be included in
the second phase. These segments were selected using the sum of the estimated response propensities in
each segment as a measure of size and selecting two of three using PPS sampling.
The active nonresponse cases in the two sampled segments were grouped into four strata at the
conclusion of the 10-week Phase 1 data collection. The cases were first categorized as unscreened or
identified eligible person. Among the unscreened cases, those that were predicted to be eligible (based upon a
logistic regression model including paradata and sampling frame data used in response propensity models,
supplemented with information from commercial databases regarding the ages of persons within unscreened
households) were reclassified as “identified eligible person.” Within each of these groups, cases were
classified as high or low propensity to respond. This creates a 2 x 2 classification of all active cases. A
disproportionately allocated sample of nonresponse cases was selected across these groups or second phase
strata, with higher probabilities of selection from strata with higher probabilities of response and from strata
with known or predicted “eligible persons.” These selected lines and persons were then released to
interviewers for phase 2 data collection in the last two weeks of the calendar quarter.
Given this design, the second phase probability of selection of the ith housing unit is a complex function of
its screening status and estimated response and eligibility propensities. This probability is denoted as follows:

5 
Where

2 Dh t
3
Dh t



 MOS h

i 1

MOS h i





MOS h
Lh
j 1

MOSh j

(6),

Dht is the number of segments in the hth stratum and the  th PSU during the tth quarter. The

MOSh is the measure of size for the  th segment. Note: this measure of size is different than that used in
the original selection of the segment. As described above, this MOS is based upon estimated response
propensities. MOS h is the “measure of size” for the housing unit. Housing units received different measures
based on their screening status, expected eligibility for unscreened cases, and probability of response. For
cases that were completed during phase 1, this probability was set to 1.0.

8. Weighting to Compensate for Unequal Probabilities of Selection
The probability of selection of each sample person can thus be computed using the probabilities of
selection for PSUs, segments, sample line, within household selection, and Phase 2 subsampling of active
cases. Using the notation above, a final sample selection probability can be calculated as:

 h i , yr12  1  1, yr12   2   2, yr12   3*   4*   5
The notation has dropped the indices, as was done above, on the right-hand size, but uses the indices on
the left-hand size to emphasize that each unit has a specific weight. The notation denotes the  th PSU in PSU
stratum h, the

 th segment, the ith household,   th person within the  h i th

household in a segment, and

the phase (  , either 1 or 2) for the sample selected in Years 1 and 2. The right-hand side stages of selection
probabilities have all been defined in the previous sections. The base weight compensating for unequal
th
chances of selection for the  h i  eligible person is the inverse of this probability of selection,
1
wh i . yr12   h
i , yr1 2 .

9. Post-Survey Adjustment
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9.1 Post-Survey Adjustments for Unit Nonresponse
Both sample-based weighting adjustments and population-based (poststratification) adjustments were
used to reduce error from unit nonresponse for the NSFG 2011-2013. Unit nonresponse is the failure to obtain
data for a selected unit by the end of data collection activities. Survey statisticians advocate the use of two
kinds of data as nonresponse predictors in the adjustment process. One is paradata collected routinely
throughout the data collection process, such as contact observations and call records. The other is deliberate
interviewer observation on a limited set of potential weighting adjustment predictors that can be used to
develop models more predictive of survey cooperation processes and, simultaneously, the survey data
themselves. NSFG 2006-2010, for example, used both of these kinds of data in the unit nonresponse
adjustment process (see Lepkowski, et al., 2013). The current data collection includes paradata collection at
the listing, the calling, the contact, and the interviewing phases of NSFG, and further development of the
collection of interviewer observations on factors thought to be related to nonresponse and to the underlying
measures collected in NSFG.
Unit nonresponse occurs in NSFG 2011-2013 at two levels: screening to identify sample eligible persons in
sample households and main interviewing among selected eligible persons. There was also nonresponse at the
initial contact level in the screener interviewing process, but there is so little data available for non-contact
addresses, and so little nonresponse due to noncontact, that a separate adjustment was not feasible. In the
following, nonresponse due to a failure to contact sampled households is part of the screener nonresponse.
“Sample based” unit nonresponse adjustments were developed by generating predicted probabilities of
response using all available data for respondents and nonrespondents at the screener and main interview
levels. As noted above, screener and main interview cases have different cooperation processes that call for
separate modelling in the adjustment process. In addition, there is slightly different data available at each
level. Main interview nonresponse occurs at any time after the conclusion of screening – that is, after a sample
person had been selected. The main interview response and nonresponse cases therefore have household
composition with race or ethnicity, age, and sex for all persons in the household. A two-step screener followed
by main nonresponse adjustment affords the use of a broad range of sampling frame data and paradata at the
screener level adjustment, and the same data plus household composition data for the main interview
nonresponse adjustment.
This nonresponse adjustment for the NSFG implements an assumption widely used in the adjustment of
survey data – the missing at random (MAR) assumption. A nonresponse weighting adjustment developed
under this assumption is computed as the inverse of an estimated response rate or propensity within a
subgroup. This is a sample based weight adjustment that, under the MAR assumption, substitutes an
estimated response propensity for the probability that a unit will participate in the survey. Thus, the inverse of
the predicted probability of response serves as an adjustment factor.
1 
Let Si    be a zero-one indicator variable denoting whether a sample address has been successfully
0 
screened to determine whether eligible persons lived in the household. The value 1 denotes successful
screening and 0 denotes non-contact as well as addresses where screening interviews were refused or not
completed for other reasons. This indicator

S i is not defined for unoccupied sample addresses. The screener

′
level logistic regression model is 𝜋(𝑠)𝑖 = Pr(𝑆𝑖 = 1|𝑋(𝑠)𝑖 ) = (1 + exp(−𝑋(𝑠)𝑖
𝛽𝑠 ))−1 where

X ( s )i

is a vector of

predictor values for the ith occupied housing unit and  ( s ) is a vector of coefficients. Standard maximum
likelihood estimation was used to obtain estimated coefficient values ˆ . These in turn were used to predict



(s)

the probability of screener completion propensity ˆ( s )i  exp ˆ( s )i

 1 exp ˆ  , where 𝜆̂
( s )i

(𝑠)𝑖

′
= 𝑋(𝑠)𝑖
𝛽̂𝑠 is

the predicted logit.

1 
At the main interviewing level of adjustment, M i    denotes another zero-one main interviewing
0 
indicator for the ith successfully screened occupied housing unit.

M i is thus 1 when a selected eligible person

has a completed interview, and 0 otherwise. M i is missing, or undefined, for all sample addresses that were
not occupied or a completed screener was not obtained. The main interview logistic regression model will
′
then be 𝜋(𝑚)𝑖 = Pr(𝑀𝑖 = 1|𝑆𝑖 = 1, 𝑋(𝑠+𝑚)𝑖 ) = (1 + exp(−𝑋(𝑠+𝑚)𝑖
𝛽𝑠+𝑚 ))−1 where X ( s  m )i is a vector of

predictor values for the ith selected eligible person that includes screener as well as household roster data
obtained prior to the main interview. Here,  ( s  m ) is a vector of coefficients. Maximum likelihood estimation
10

′
methods were used to generate ˆ( s  m ) and predicted logits 𝜆̂(𝑚)𝑖 = 𝑋𝑠+𝑚
𝛽𝑠+𝑚  From the predicted logits, the



predicted probability of main interviewing were calculated as ˆ( m)i  exp ˆ( m)i

 1 exp  ˆ  . The main
( m )i

interviewing unit nonresponse adjustment is thus conditional on having completed a screener interview.
The predictors in X ( s )i and X ( s  m )i available include
1) counts and rates for the segment from which the housing unit is selected derived from 2010 Census
data for the blocks in the segment;
2) data obtained from observations made at the segment and housing unit recorded by the interviewer
during the segment updating or scratch listing;
3) contact behavior and statements recorded by the interviewer at each contact with anyone within the
housing unit;
4) operational measures, such as number of calls to a housing unit, number of calls to the sample person,
and interviewer response rate derived from available paradata;
5) for the main interview propensity model, data derived from the household roster and other data
collected in the screening interview; and
6) a limited set of interviewer judgments made at the screener or main interviewing level that are of
characteristics related to response propensity and related to fertility and family-related phenomena (for
example, whether at the screener level the interviewer believes there is anyone under age 15 in the
household).
SRC researchers have been investigating the utility of these measures (Kreuter et al., 2010), including
methods for improving them (West, 2010). These “tailored” adjustment variables provide the best prospect
for reducing bias and, possibly, variance (Little and Vartivarian, 2005). Although commercially-available data
have limited utility for adjustment purposes (West, et al., 2015), these variables are included in the modeling
process. Paradata regarding the level of effort applied to each case may be strongly related to response, they
are often only weakly related to survey data collected in the main interview (Wagner, et al., 2014).
There are a large number of variables in these sets of variables, and not all can be used in a response
propensity model, whether at the screener or the main interview level. The search for the set of candidate
predictors began by examination of the relationships of the available variables with the key statistics produced
by the NSFG. In order to be included in the modeling process, the candidate predictors needed to have at least
some correlation with some of the key statistics. This was determined by examining the average correlation
across 20 key statistics.
Once the set of candidate predictors had been identified, a step-wise procedure was used to identify the
predictors useful for predicting screener and main unit nonresponse for data collected during Years 1 and 2.
The selected set of variables is listed in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4. Screener response propensity predictors for nonresponse adjustment models: National
Survey of Family Growth
Predictor Name
Description
Number of 2010 Census households in the Block Group where at least
REL_FAMILY_HHDS_CEN_2010 2 members are related
PLATINO_10CENSUSPL
Proportion Latino/Hispanic of Total Population from Census 2010
Proportion Non-Latino/Hispanic Black of Total Population from
PBLACK_10CENSUSPL
Census 2010
URBAN
Address in an urban location (yes/no)
CALLS_CAT
Category for number of Screener Call Attempts (1=1-5; 2=6-8; 3=9)
Interviewer Observation about Presence of Children in Housing Unit
KIDS
(yes/no)
Telephone number available for merging to address via commercial
PHONE_FLAG
vendor
PHYSIMPED

Interviewer observed physical impediments to entry, such as locked
door, community gate, etc (yes/no)
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Table 5. Main-interview, nonresponse-propensity model predictors: National Survey of Family
Growth
Predictor name
Predictor description
URBAN

Address in an urban location (yes/no)

MED_HOUSE_VAL_TR_ACS_06
_10

Median House Value for the Census Tract Estimated from ACS 20062010
Number of 2010 Census households in the Block Group where at least
2 members are related

REL_FAMILY_HHDS_CEN_2010
PBLACK_10CENSUSPL

ELIG_NEVER_PCT

Proportion Non-Latino/Hispanic Black of Total Population
Number of addresses that completed and returned the 2010 Census
English/Spanish bilingual Mailout/Mailback form
Number of mail returns received out of the total number of valid
occupied housing units in the Mailout/Mailback universe in Census
2010 in the Block Group
Percentage of Census ZIP-Code Tabulation Area (ZCTA) that are
Persons who have Never been Married

SEXACTIVE

Contact Obs: Respondent Sex Active (yes/no)

CALLS_CAT

Category based on number of calls

SCR_SINGLEHH

Screener interview data indicate single person household (yes/on)

SCR_LANG

Screener interview data indicate anticipated interview will be in
Spanish (yes/on)

SCR_AGE

Screener interview data indicate selected response's age

BILQ_FRMS_CEN_2010
MAIL_RETURN_RATE_CEN_20
10

SCR_HISP
PHYSIMPED
ISAFETY_CONCERNS
BLNON_ENGLISH_LANG_SPAN
ISH

Screener interview data indicate selected response is Hispanic
(yes/no)
Interviewer observed physical impediments to entry, such as locked
door, community gate, etc(yes/no)
Interviewer noted safety concerns about segment during segment
listing or updating procedure (yes/no)
Segment Obs: Evidence of Spanish Speakers

The use of the inverse of predicted probabilities as unit nonresponse adjustment weights can lead to
substantial variation in response propensity weights. A common practice in survey estimation, known as
response-propensity stratification, is to reduce this variation by grouping predicted values into classes, and
then using a middle value to represent the entire group's predicted values. Since the propensities are
estimates, this approach is also more robust to model specification and estimation error. In this case, deciles
of the estimated propensity (for both the screener and main models) were created, and each decile was
assigned the inverse of the response rate for that decile as a nonresponse adjustment weight at both the
screener and main stages. Figure 1 shows the distribution of mean response rates for the screener and main
response propensity strata.
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Figure 1. Mean Response Propensity by Deciles of the Propensity

In the final step in the construction of the nonresponse adjustment weight, the distribution of the weights
w( r )i was examined for outlying values. Fortunately, the method for selecting predictors, and the use of
response-propensity stratification to smooth the weights produced a set of nonresponse adjustments that are
limited. The final combined screener and main nonresponse adjustment factors ranged from a low of 1.05 to a

n
high of just under 2.9. The 1  L 

w
iS

2
4i

2 associated with this weighting factor is a modest 1.08. These


  w4i 
 iS

nonresponse adjustments are mildly associated with some of the key statistics. These associations further limit
variance inflation due to weights.
Finally, the final step in the construction of the nonresponse adjustment weight was the adjustment of the

base sampling weight by the unit nonresponse adjustment weight:

w2i  wsi  w( r ) i ,

where

wsi is the base

sampling weight.
9.2 Poststratification
Poststratification is a population based weighting adjustment. Poststratification adjustment reduces
variances through external population totals for ratio adjustments. These adjustments also reduce bias for
noncoverage and nonresponse. Poststratification has been consistently applied at the last stage of weighting
adjustments in the NSFG since Cycle 1 (1973).
Poststratification is limited to a set of respondent variables on which population estimates are available.
Poststratification by age, gender, and race/ethnicity, is common because of the availability of population
estimates of the sizes of those subpopulations from Census and CPS analysis. These were the factors used in
the current poststratification scheme. Let Wg denote the sum of the population in the g-th subpopulation and
wg denote the corresponding sum of fifth-step nonresponse adjusted weights for interviewed persons. The
simple poststratification adjustment is the ratio Wg /wg for each cell.
13

The control totals are supplied by the US Census Bureau. In previous years, counts of civilian,
noninstitutionalized persons were obtained from the Census Bureau. These counts were combined with
counts of military personnel not living in group quarters obtained from another source, such as the Defense
Manpower Data Center. For NSFG 2011-2013, counts of the household population were obtained from the
Census Bureau that also included military personnel in households. These personnel are usually excluded from
household populations, but were included here since they are an important segment of the age-eligible
population.
Since data were collected from September 2011 through September 2013, it was necessary to determine a
point in time to use as the reference point for the population. The US Census Bureau provided control totals as
of July 1 in each year. July 1, 2012 was selected as the reference point for the population. The selected factors
used for postratification were age (in six categories: 15-19, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, and 40-44), sex, and
race/ethnicity (in 3 categories: black non-Hispanic, non-black non-Hispanic, and Hispanic). This created 36
(6x2x3) separate cells for which population counts were compared to estimated totals. The estimates were
based on weights which are the product of the base probability of selection weight and the nonresponse
adjustments described earlier. Table 6 presents, for each of the 36 cells, the number of respondents, the
population total, the weighted (using selection and nonresponse weights) sample estimate, and the
poststratification adjustment (Wg /wg).
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Table 6. Control Totals, Estimated Totals, and Poststratification Adjustments used for NSFG 2011-2013

Sex Race/Ethnicity

Black

Male

Hispanic

Other

Black

Female

Hispanic

Other

Age
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44

Respondent
Count
238
173
154
147
102
124
323
189
171
183
129
125
533
471
501
458
369
425
239
232
239
233
154
157
291
225
273
262
181
143
507
509
547
517
455
437

Census
Population
Totals
1,591,107
1,525,413
1,254,765
1,183,172
1,079,015
1,154,185
2,268,662
2,280,929
2,226,309
2,169,112
1,979,252
1,819,395
6,241,389
6,645,150
6,877,803
6,741,671
6,320,216
7,162,384
1,567,994
1,661,735
1,487,951
1,456,005
1,340,371
1,412,020
2,144,110
2,105,193
2,025,936
2,036,033
1,927,903
1,784,861
5,834,887
6,571,515
6,934,209
6,849,804
6,442,521
7,304,315

NSFG Poststratification
Estimated
Adjustment
Total
Factor
1,383,226
1.150
1,232,040
1.238
1,012,699
1.239
853,866
1.386
814,087
1.325
1,188,770
0.971
1,722,639
1.317
1,428,571
1.597
1,381,419
1.612
1,392,283
1.558
899,023
2.202
1,733,726
1.049
5,039,415
1.239
4,587,201
1.449
5,459,786
1.260
5,118,464
1.317
4,255,919
1.485
4,980,918
1.438
1,433,632
1.094
1,313,938
1.265
1,399,954
1.063
1,343,879
1.083
927,798
1.445
1,163,581
1.214
1,580,349
1.357
1,788,478
1.177
1,579,397
1.283
1,889,975
1.077
1,633,061
1.181
1,234,054
1.446
4,858,393
1.201
5,656,295
1.162
5,356,763
1.294
4,725,779
1.449
5,442,881
1.184
5,508,812
1.326

These poststratification adjustment factors are in line with those from previous cycles of the NSFG. The
largest adjustment factor is for Hispanic males 35-39 years of age (2.202), while the smallest factor is for black
males 40-44 years of age (0.971).
9.3 Weight Trimming
Extreme variation in weights can inflate the variance of survey estimates. Often, it is the case that the
most extreme weights can inflate the variance while producing only trivial changes in the estimates. In this
situation, the extreme weights only inflate the total mean squared error. Trimming these weights is a common
practice for surveys in order to reduce the estimated variance without increasing any nonresponse bias.
Considerable reduction of the variability of the weights can be achieved by a reduction of a few extremely
large weights. Reduction of variation in the weights was achieved by smoothing some differences in weights as
described in previous sections. For instance, the weights of adults living with teens were smoothed.
The weight trimming process took the following steps. First, the variation in the weights was examined.
Outlying weights at both ends of the distribution (i.e., very small and very large weights) were identified. Table
7 shows percentiles at the high and low tails of the distribution of the final, untrimmed weight.
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Table 7. Percentiles of the Untrimmed Weight (Including probability of selection, nonresponse adjustment,
and poststratification weighting factors): NSFG 2011-2013
Percentile
Weight
Percentile
Weight
0 (min)
1,120
100 (max)
421,354
1
1,783
99
85,533
2
1,976
98
59,105
3
2,126
97
47,110
4
2,247
96
40,073
5
2,349
95
34,939
6
2,423
94
31,390
7
2,510
93
28,147
8
2,598
92
26,844
9
2,677
91
24,467
10
2,768
90
22,787
The impact on estimates of trimming the tails of this distribution was then examined. The trimming
included taking the sum of the trimmed weights within each poststratification cell, and redistributing it
proportionately across the cases that were not trimmed within the same cell. This was done iteratively until
no weight was above the specified minimum or maximum value for the weights. This had the effect of
maintaining the poststratification after the trimming step was complete. This step was completed with
different levels of trimming. For each level of trimming, the impact on point estimates and variances across
several key statistics was evaluated. Trials of trimming of the following percentiles were made: The 1st and 99th
percentiles, 2nd and 98th, 3rd and 97th, 5th and 95th and 10th and 90th percentiles. The trimmed weights were
then used to estimate the 20 key statistics (10 for females and 10 for males). The criterion for selecting which
weights to trim could be reduction in Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). However, since this was evaluated
only for a sample of estimates, a somewhat conservative level of trimming was chosen, rather than risking
introducing bias into estimates that were not part of the sample. The decision was made to trim the weights at
the 1st and 99th percentiles. Table 8 shows the estimated means and variances of key statistics using weights
that have had the “tails” trimmed at various percentiles. In this table, the “bias” of an estimate is derived as
the difference between the estimate using the full, untrimmed weights, and estimates that use weights that
have had the extreme weights trimmed. This table includes the results for two different trimmed weights.
Various other combinations were tried and the results of those efforts are presented in Appendix 1.
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Table 8. Estimates of Mean and Variance for Key Statistics Using Full Weight and Two Trimmed Weights
Var Name
CMLSXP
CRALL
EVRCOHAB
FEMCMLASTSEX
FEMEVERPREG
FEMEVRCOHAB
FEMMARSTAT
FEMMONSX

FEMNUMBABES
FEMPARTS12

FEMRSTRSTAT
LSXUSEP

MARSTAT
METHHIST

MON12PRTS

NCALL
RHADSEX
ROSCNT
RSTRSTAT

Description
Ever Had Sex in Past
12 Months
Number of Coresidential Children
Ever Cohabiting
Ever Had Sex in Past
12 Months
Ever Pregnant
Ever Cohabiting
Never Married
Months of NonIntercourse in Past
12 Months
Number of Live
Births
Number of Sexual
Partners in Past 12
Months
Using Any Method of
Sterilization
Using Any Method of
Contraception At
Last Sex with Last
Sexual Partner
Never Married
Using Any Method of
Contraception At
Last Sex with Last
Sexual Partner
Number of Sexual
Partners in Past 12
Months
Number of Non Coresidential Children
Ever Had Sex
Number of
Household Residents
Using Any Method of
Sterilization

Full Wgt
(No Trim)
Mean
Var
0.909 0.000

Trim: 1% and 99%

Trim: 2% and 98%

Mean
0.906

Var
0.000

“Bias”
-0.003

RMSE
0.008

Mean
0.905

Var
0.000

“Bias”
-0.005

RMSE
0.008

0.939

0.002

0.917

0.001

-0.022

0.041

0.902

0.001

-0.037

0.050

0.336
0.903

0.000
0.000

0.340
0.899

0.000
0.000

0.004
-0.004

0.012
0.009

0.344
0.898

0.000
0.000

0.008
-0.005

0.013
0.009

0.617
0.569
0.378
2.873

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.014

0.618
0.573
0.380
2.897

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010

0.002
0.004
0.003
0.024

0.011
0.012
0.011
0.105

0.619
0.571
0.383
2.922

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.009

0.002
0.002
0.005
0.049

0.011
0.011
0.012
0.109

1.227

0.001

1.230

0.001

0.003

0.031

1.234

0.001

0.007

0.031

1.137

0.001

1.138

0.001

0.002

0.023

1.140

0.000

0.004

0.022

0.170

0.000

0.173

0.000

0.003

0.009

0.173

0.000

0.004

0.009

0.869

0.000

0.866

0.000

-0.003

0.012

0.866

0.000

-0.003

0.012

0.443
0.690

0.000
0.000

0.451
0.689

0.000
0.000

0.008
-0.002

0.014
0.011

0.457
0.686

0.000
0.000

0.014
-0.004

0.018
0.011

1.140

0.001

1.149

0.001

0.009

0.026

1.157

0.001

0.017

0.030

0.210

0.000

0.212

0.000

0.002

0.018

0.213

0.000

0.003

0.017

0.870
3.722

0.000
0.002

0.867
3.711

0.000
0.002

-0.002
-0.011

0.008
0.041

0.866
3.708

0.000
0.001

-0.004
-0.014

0.008
0.039

0.079

0.000

0.080

0.000

0.001

0.007

0.078

0.000

-0.001

0.006

TOTAL RMSE
MEAN RMSE

0.411
0.022

0.425
0.022

After trimming the extreme weights, the cases that had not been trimmed had their weights increased
such that the sum of the weights within each cell was still equal to the population control total. If N g denotes
the population count in cell g , the set of cases that are trimmed are denoted T , and the weight for case i in
group g after trimming is denoted wgi , then the procedure was to reweight the cases that were not trimmed
within the cell to equal the population count minus the sum of the trimmed weights. This is done by
multiplying each weight in cell g that was not trimmed by a constant: k g 

N g   wgi
iT

 wgi

. If any weight was

iT

increased above the specified level for trimming the weights, the trimming and re-postratification steps were
repeated until no weight exceeded the specified limits.

10.Final Weight
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The final weight is a combination of the procedures described in the report for developing the selection
weight, nonresponse adjustments, and poststratification adjustment factors. The trimmed weight includes an
additional trimming and post-stratification procedure. Table 9 lists each variable and gives a short description.
Table 9. Weight Variable Descriptions

Variable
CASEID
WGT2011_2013

Description
Respondent ID Number
Final Weight Variable. Includes the following components: a base
selection weight, nonresponse adjustment, and a poststratification
adjustment factor. This weight has had extreme values trimmed and
then been re-poststratified to population control totals.

For a Glossary of terms used in this document and related documents, see Appendix I in “2011-2013 National Survey
of Family Growth (NSFG): Summary of Design and Data Collection Methods.”
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